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Drunk Driving: Second Time Offender Beats Conviction

Two-time offender escapes DWI (also known as DUI) conviction thanks to a slip in the law.
Even though his blood alcohol test was well over the legal limit, this driver beat the system.

Lamar, CO (PRWEB) January 1, 2006 -- Two-time offender escapes DWI (also known as DUI) conviction due
to a slip in the law. Even though his blood alcohol test was well over the legal limit, this driver beat the system.

Lamar, Colorado - December 2005 - The police pulled him over on a snowy night because they suspected he'd
been drinking. This Colorado man, with a BAC (blood alcohol content) far exceeding the legal limit took his
case to court and won because the law allowed him to.

Says this anonymous driver, "The very moment I was pulled over, I did everything right. I didn't argue. I was
polite. The officer was shocked how cooperative I was despite the high amount of alcohol in my system."

The driver later recalled hearing about the officer speaking with the District Attorney about the case citing,
"Looks like I have good, solid case." It wasn't until the hearing was over did the police officer learn he lost the
case against the driver. "

The driver and his attorney discovered a critical point in their case that made it possible to beat a DUI (also
known as DWI depending on the state or residence).

How this anonymous driver beat his case is posted on a new, free website called DUI Problems Relief.org. The
actual web address is: www.duiproblemsrelief.org.

www.duiproblemsrelief.org was created to help those who are facing DWI and DUI charges and are in need of
answers and relief. The site is completely free to use and shows those who are facing a drunk driving charge
how to minimize the damage to their record and in some cases beat a possible conviction. Other points of
interest for drunk driving offenders are:

-5 Tips ToHelp Avoid DUI Conviction

-How YourBAC (Blood Alcohol Content) Is Determined And What It Really Means

-DWI and DUI Law Information

-More Drunk Driving Cases That WonOr Were Reduced In Charges

-Drunk Driving Articles That DWI and DUI Offenders Must Read ToDramtically Reduce The Stress Of Their
Mistake

This site became available because the drunk driving laws appear to be growing out of control. Offenders of the
law are paying a heavy price even if their BAC's were low - and www.duiproblemsrelief.org is out to level the
playing field.
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For More Information Contact:

Andy Curry
grizzlymarketing@yahoo.com
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Contact Information
Andy Curry
Grizzly Marketing, Inc.
http://www.duiproblemsrelief.org
719-336-4180

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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